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About This Game

Rage Pig is a non-stop run'n'gun hardcore action platformer!
You play as a pig (no surprise), blasting your way through various levels to inevitable victory!

Tons of weapons and powerups
Variety of enemies and environments

BIG BAD BOSSES
3 difficulty levels

RAGE mode!

Remember the 90's when computer games were something incredibly hard to make? No Unreal Engine, no free assets no
nothing.

Rage Pig brings you to the times when indie was not so mainstream!

Don't be fooled by nostalgic amateur look: Rage pig brings you hardcore experience and challenges your skills!

If you loved games about stickmen (like Boring Man, for instance), you'll LOVE the beauty of Rage Pig experience.
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Yet another 20-ish minute cash-grab jump scare key fetch quest "horror" game. Do yourself a favor and don't waste your money
on this.. Let me start by saying that I do understand that you can get different endings simply by loading one save and selecting
an option, but, in my opinion, that's boring, why not just replay it?

Okay. I'd definitely recommend this. Even for those who haven't seen Psycho Pass itself. This is because most things
newcomers wouldn't understand can be explained in game, and for fans it expands the universe.

The story is great, I enjoyed it, and while it's not excellent or on par with the actual series (hey, we still get some Makashima in
the game), it's still a great enough story that I liked it and will replay it.

Another thing I like is the little bonus mini-game (this was my first time playing anything like it, and I enjoyed it) so, if you just
want to waste time, this has that little bonus too.

The locations, sounds and music feel very Psycho-Pass-y in a way that doesn't make it feel as though it were extracted from the
series, but more like it's a unique blend that creates another part of the universe.

All in all, I definitely do recommend if you're a fan of Psycho-Pass, or if you're a newcomer to the universe and want a game to
play that's got a good story.

And the Art Book is great, the price is just right for it and it even has some comments from the VAs involved at the end too,
which I liked reading over because it shows how much they liked psycho pass..
A sequel to game called "Confess My Love" happened after the protagonist died buying cake for his first love (spoiler? i guess
not). It's recommended to finish "Confess My Love" first before trying this game.

== Review ==
The game can be finished within less than 1 hours, and has a lot of secret ending to unlock all the achievement. I'm yet to finish
all the ending. You guys should try it if you want to know the full story ;-). I love cooperative board games, but have never
played this game before. I bought it to see if I would like to maybe get the real thing for my family. I have to say, I love it! It is a
lot of fun although it took a little bit to learn the game. I played a dozen games before I won once. Very addictive and I am sure
it will get a lot of play.. i thought it wasnt to bad at first but then...
-No playerbase
-Terrible Graphics
-Boring Gameplay
-Life Draining(waste of time)

I got this for free which is the best thing about this so far i suppose but i would not pay for this game.
2/10 <-- has cards. this game is amazing
just
amazing
I used to play it on my play station 3, like all the time. Then I deleted it. I forgot about this game until, I saw this game on a
steam sale. It's really good.. A comfy, but shallow city builder game. Pleasing to look at and very atmospheric. The interface is
not the best but certainly serviceable. The warehouse mechanics allows for a more organic growth of your cities. The game
features a military and barbarian aspect which adds some variety. Not very heavy on the micro side but good for those seeking a
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relaxing city builder experience.. Broken and abandoned. DO NOT PURCHASE!!!!
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Stellar gameplay, diverse party customization, a catchy soundtrack and, of course, more cute 2D girls than you can shake a sock
(please don't shake a sock) at make this Tachi game one you shouldn't miss.

The game controls well and the writing gave me many "HA!" moments. At every turn this game exudes quality. From the
amount of cutscenes and events, to the sheer number of enemy abilities and unique bosses, you'll find as much entertainment as
you want.

I completed the game and all challenges, as well as optional bosses, in about two dozen hours. If you've read the premise, viewed
the screenshots and are still interested in the game, it's an easy buy. You're going to love you're time in this world, experiencing
the truly delightful and unique narrative Tachi and co. have provided. Godspeed, Hero & Haremancer.. Camp Sunshine was a
great surprise!!! It plays & runs really fluid on my 2013 Macbook Pro 16GB 2.3GHZ & was not only corny in a good way, but
SCARY AS F#$K!!!! I really enjoyed the sounds. They did a SUPERB job on the ambiant noises & voice acting...very very
chilling. I suggest you pick it up if you enjoyed old 80's slasher flicks & like being scared.

Here is some gameplay of it from my channel:
#1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m35Ju1ar-nA

#2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZcLa8H_AeQ

#3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvUTIS_jwpI. Computer crashed, Small game , not really worth anyones times.. The
only rush I got out of this is when I turned the ♥♥♥♥ing thing off. And I didn't do it very rhymically either.. Good game and
good price. It's not the kind of game you get into and stay in for more than an hour because it gets frustrating after the few
couple deaths. When that occurs, just exit game and re-play the next day or after a few hours. You'll notice you'll progress much
faster that way.
I'd wanna say this is a 7\/10 game overall.. Not Bad Game
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